
Dear Delegate/ Representative/ Senator/ President/ King of the Universe, 

 I am a voter living in (your district/ state/ the United States). I urge you to read this appeal, 

consider my points and vote YES on any and every marriage equality bill introduced in (your 

respective body).  If there are no pending bills, I urge you to author and sponsor one. 

All citizens who work, live, love and pay taxes in (your district/ state/ the United States) should 

be afforded full Civil Rights, including the ability to marry the consenting adult partner of their 

choice. 

Marriage is a function of the state. Whether or not you believe marriage to be more than this is 

not germane to this legal conversation. It is a fact that marriage—and marriage alone—carries 

with it full rights and protections under the law including a litany of exclusive benefits in matters 

regarding taxes, estate planning, social security, Medicare, disability, employment, medical care, 

death, family, housing, consumer protections and visitation rights. 

Denying any consenting couple the right to marry denies them access to all of the above rights. 

There are many red herrings and false arguments surrounding this issue. If you take honest and 

logical but compassionate evaluation of the situation, you'll find denying equal protection under 

the law to all citizens, including the right to choose and marry a spouse of any gender, stands 

against what (your district/ state/ America) purports to stand for. 

If you are resistant to this simple logic, your legacy is at risk. In the years to come, Americans 

will look back on this time with equal disdain and confusion over the fact that our elected 

officials made distinctions between "equal" citizens in regard to marriage rights. Those who 

oppose Civil Rights for gays and lesbians will be seen through the same filter of due scorn we 

now use look upon politicians who opposed equal protection under the law for citizens of color. 

What seemed "reasonable" and "moral" in regard to separation of races is now ridiculed by 

reasonable people everywhere. 

Have the courage not only to make the right moral decision but to be on the side of history. 

Today is a day of action. Your action means so much to so many people. With compassion and 

respect for what is right, 

(YOUR NAME IN ALL FUCKING CAPS!!!!) 


